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On the evening of October 24 the squads began to dis-
perse. The fascists who had come to Naples from all over
Italy were taken home in special trains. Mussolini left the
town early in the afternoon next day, and other fascist
leaders left as well, carrying the order of mobilization to
their own districts. The march on Rome., then3 was going
to take place. . . . Did Mussolini really want it ?
The official historians of fascism are sure that he did ;
others deny this, quoting the evidence of various colleagues of
Mussolini's, who describe him as vacillating and anxious to
compromise, even saying that he had to be c kicked into
Rome 5 ; others describe him as a double-dealer, treating
with everyone and letting everyone down, leaving his
decision to the last minute, to see how the land lay and to
suit his own selfish interests. Each of these ' close-ups'
portrays a genuine attitude of the Duce at a given moment,
but does not answer our question. Between the spring of
1921 and the general strike of August, 1922, Mussolini was
considering an accession to power by taking part in a coali-
tion government: a government of the three c mass parties'
in July, 1921 ; a national coalition (with a right-wing slant)
in 1922, with eventually a socialist puntarella. After the
August strike he still considered, for a few weeks longer, the
formation of a coalition ministry, not led by himself: he
thought of Giolitti, Salandra, and Nitti in turn. Perhaps
he only wanted to trick them, to conceal his preparations for
the e march *. That would have been possible had Musso-
lini been entirely free to choose his own path, and able to
ignore the time factor. He had already begun to feel, after
the great fascist offensives, that he must reach power as
bear on local authorities so as to influence official action and seize all organs
of State control, while avoiding as far as possible any disturbance in the normal
functioning of the public services and the daily rhythm of public and private
life. The fascist legions will remain in occupation of the towns, while those
who are to form the columns for the march on Rome will proceed to the
appointed places.5 (Chiurco, History, V, p. 20). The general strategy of the
march anticipated an ' ultimatum to the Facta government, calling on it to
surrender the authority of the State ', followed by an entry into Rome and the
occupation of the ministries. In the event of defeat, the fascist militia were to
'fall back towards central Italy, covered by the reserves concentrated in
Umbria ', and this would give them the chance to * set up the fascist govern-
ment in a central Italian town' and then resume the action against Rome,
* with a swift concentration of blackshirts from the Po valley, until victory was
assured *.

